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It gives me immense pleasure to write the editorial note and share with you the new

dimensions being added to the journal that was inaugurated in January 1994. Since then for

the last 22 years, the journal has been serving its sole purpose very well, i.e., dissemination

of research findings from the academia and industry with the larger society.

Wireless Personal Communications is an archival, peer-reviewed, scientific and tech-

nical journal addressing mobile communications and computing. It investigates theoretical,

engineering, and experimental aspects of radio communications, voice, data, images, and

multimedia.

The journal features five principal types of papers: full technical papers, short papers,

technical aspects of policy and standardization, letters offering new research thoughts and

experimental ideas, and invited papers on important and emerging topics authored by

renowned experts.

Accordingly, a new editorial team has been setup for the journal; comprising of indi-

viduals located globally and rated as renowned experts in their field of interest. The new

editorial team has been given a clear mandate to ensure the highest quality of reviewing

process for the submitted manuscripts. This, in turn, would implicitly ensure that only

quality research articles are published, and the journal continues to grow exponentially in

the times to come.

Further, the subject areas of interest covered by the journal have also been amended. In

addition to covering various aspects of wireless communications—across the layers, net-

working and architectures, papers that touch upon interdisciplinary aspects of wireless

communications along with: big data and analytics, business & economy, society, and

environment would also be considered in the journal.
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